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THE SOLUTION FOR THE 
SECURITY OF LIGHT 
COMMERCIAL VEHICLES

UFO VAN LOCKS is the complete line of 

locks for the security of light commercial 

vehicles, designed by Serrature Meroni. 

With over 10 years of experience in the 

industry and thanks to the design 

studied for the application, UFO VAN 

LOCKS products are renowned 

worldwide as the ideal security solution 

for vans: over 500,000 locks sold in 

Europe and around the world. 

Security, convenience and ease of 

installation characterize UFO², UFO+, 

UFO³ mechanical locks and the new 

intelligent UFO Cloud access control 

system.

THE BEST VAN LOCKS

UFO²

UFO+

UFO³

UFO Cloud



UFO² is the evolution of the historic UFO 

Classic in Meroni, which 10 years ago 

revolutionized the world of van safety in Italy 

and Europe. UFO² is the same size as UFO 

Classic but remains fixed on the tailgate. 

Practical and simple to use: manual closure 

and key double output allow you to close the 

lock only when you need it.

25 minutes is the average time to install the 

new UFO² and to protect your van and face 

your working days in complete security.

UFO² is the ideal solution for who works with 

the van and wants to effectively protect it 

when it is necessary: van owners, small fleets 

and craftsmen.

UFO+ is the slam-lock that secures any light 
commercial vehicle, thanks to the 
auto-locking system and the practical 
reversible flat key. 

The design, ease of installation, 
construction and design quality reach a new 
level with UFO+ in order to meet the security 
and conveniency needs of artisans, 
professionals and couriers who use vans for 
working reasons or for transporting goods.

UFO+ remains fixed to the bodywork, 
slam-locks with no risk of forgetting it open: 
the lock automatically locks every time the 
door closes.



UFO³ is the fixed, universal and a slam-lock, it 
can be installed on the rear and side sliding 
door. 

The HRC 52:54 hardened steel shell is super 
resistent and has an emergency unlocking 
system from inside the van, independent 
from the system controlled by the cylinder. 

The UFO³ line consists of 3 products: 

SMART DUO: the key can be extracted both 
in "closed" and in "open" positions 

COMFORT: the evolution of UFO+ with a 
security cylinder, dust cover and a reversible 
flat key

EXPERT: the best in terms of van security 
locks

The match of UFO³ security and IoT 
technology bring UFO Cloud to life. A 
complete access control system with four 
levels of log-ins and different permissions. 

UFO Cloud allows you to open the loading 
area, manage and set UFO  via Bluetooth 
with the smartphone via the APP or 
web-APP. An ideal solution for a single van or 
an extented fleet: associate opening 
permissions, send virtual keys, set key validity 
periods.

UFO Cloud integrates into Meroni 
Technology ecosystem, a range of smart 
locks that  allows the management and 
opening of multiple locks from a single APP: 
from the gate to the front door, a locker in the 
office and much more.
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CHARACTERISTICS IN COMPARISON

Anti-picking radial 8-pins cylinder, anti-drilling cemented hardened core. 
Tubular key with rubberized grip, with 250.000 combinations

Zamak shell, pearl nickel finish

Burshed stainless steel shell, satin finish

Cylinder with double key-pull - open/closed 

Anti-drilling defender for cylinder protection

Dust cover

15-pins security cylinder, reversible flat key and rubberized grip with 
100.000+ combinations 

Access control system, virtual key management, opening via APP

Hardened steel shell, Rilsan finish®

SMART DUO EXPERTCOMFORT

UFO² UFO+ UFO³ UFO 
Cloud

High security cylinder “experT pluS” with 23 pins and protected profile, 
anti-picking, anti-impressioning and anti-drilling. High security key with
1,000,000,000+ combinations

Manual closure

Automatic closure

Emergency unlocking system


